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Lesson: High Frequency Words Part 1

April 21st, 2020

Objective/Learning Target:  
I can decode words using syllabic patterns and letter-sound 

relation.



Watch the Lesson 
HERE!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p4plDVEl4aToyavkVK8sCWd6jGHLGjpy/view




I met you,

You met me,

At a picnic in the park.

I said, Hi!

You said, “Hey!”

We played soccer until dark.

I met you,

You met me,

At the park again,

I said, “Hi!”

You said, “hey!”

I’m glad you’re my new friend.

New Friend



Record a Video:
https://flipgrid.com/6bf0117d

Read the story, “New Friend” on the 
video!

https://flipgrid.com/6bf0117d


—SOMEONE FAMOUS

“This is a quote. Words full of wisdom that 
someone important said and can make the reader 

get inspired.”
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Do you know what helps you make your point clear? Lists like this one:

⬡ They’re simple 
⬡ You can organize your ideas clearly
⬡ You’ll never forget to buy milk!

And the most important thing: the audience won’t miss the point of your 
presentation

The Slide Title Goes Here!



Maybe You Need to 
Divide the Content

Mercury
Mercury is the closest planet to the 
Sun and the smallest one in the Solar 
System—it’s only a bit larger than our 
Moon. The planet’s name has nothing 
to do with the liquid metal, since it 
was named after the Roman 
messenger god, Mercury

Venus
Venus has a beautiful name and is the 

second planet from the Sun. It’s 
terribly hot—even hotter than 

Mercury—and its atmosphere is 
extremely poisonous. It’s the 

second-brightest natural object in the 
night sky after the Moon



You Could Use Three 
Columns, Why Not?

Venus has a beautiful name and is the second 
planet from the Sun. It’s terribly hot, even 

hotter than Mercury

Venus

Mars
Despite being red, Mars is actually a cold 
place. It’s full of iron oxide dust, which gives 
the planet its reddish cast

Neptune
Neptune is the farthest planet in our Solar 
System. It’s the fourth-largest by diameter and 
the densest



A Picture Always 
Reinforces the 
Concept
Images reveal large amounts of 
data, so remember: use an image 
instead of long texts. 



A Picture Is Worth a 
Thousand Words
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Awesome 
Words



Use a Graph to Display Your Data

Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place. It’s full of 

iron oxide dust

Mars
Saturn is a gas giant, 
composed mostly of 
hydrogen and helium

Saturn

If you want to modify this graph, click on it, follow the link, 
change the data and replace it 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LRUXM-ugy26W8IkLgv-RWxsrpMwkYRzG3XxjL5BSZX4/copy


Infographics Make Your Idea 
Understandable…

Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place. It’s full of 

iron oxide dust

Mars
It’s a gas giant and the 

biggest planet in our 
Solar System

Jupiter
Saturn is a gas giant, 
composed mostly of 

hydrogen and helium

Saturn
Venus has a beautiful 

name and is the second 
planet from the Sun

Venus



Sometimes, Reviewing Concepts Is 
a Good Idea

Neptune is the farthest 
planet from the Sun

Jupiter

Mercury
Mercury is the closest planet 

to the Sun 

Venus
Venus has a beautiful name, 

but it’s terribly hot

Mars
Despite being red, Mars is a 
cold place

It’s the biggest planet in our 
Solar System

Saturn
Saturn is the ringed planet 
and a gas giant

Neptune



Try Using Infographics!

Jupiter
It’s the biggest planet in 

our Solar System

Mercury
Mercury is the closest 

planet to the Sun

Venus
Venus has a beautiful 
name, but it’s terribly hot



Mass
(Earths)

Diameter
(Earths)

Surface Gravity
(Earths)

Mercury 0.06 0.38 0.38

Mars 0.11 0.53 0.38

Saturn 95.2 9.4 1.16

…And the Same Goes for Tables



What about the Percentages?

Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place, not hot. 

It’s full of iron oxide dust

Mars
80%

Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place, not hot. 
It’s full of iron oxide dust

Mars
40%



This Is a Map

Venus has a beautiful 
name, but it’s terribly 
hot

Despite being red, 
Mars is actually a cold 

place

Mercury is the 
closest planet to the 
Sun



A Timeline Always Works Fine

Mercury
Mercury is the 

closest planet to 
the Sun

01

02

03

04

Venus
Venus has a beautiful 
name, but it’s terribly 

hot

Mars
Despite being red, 
Mars is actually a 

cold place

Saturn
Saturn is composed 

of hydrogen and 
helium



What about Four Columns?

Mars
Despite being red, Mars is 

actually a cold place. It’s full of 
iron oxide dust, which gives 
the planet its reddish cast

Venus
Venus has a beautiful name 

and is the second planet from 
the Sun. It’s terribly hot, even 

hotter than Mercury

Neptune
Neptune is the farthest planet 

from the Sun and the 
fourth-largest by diameter in 

our Solar System

Saturn
Yes, Saturn is the ringed 
planet. It’s a gas giant, 

composed mostly of hydrogen 
and helium



How about This Timeline?

Mercury
Mercury is the closest 

planet to the Sun 

Saturn
Saturn is composed of 
hydrogen and helium

Earth
Earth is the planet we 

live on

Mars

Despite being red, Mars 
is a cold place

Venus

Venus is the second 
planet from the Sun01 03 05

02 04
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Big numbers catch your audience’s 
attention

4,498,300,000



earths is the Sun’s mass

333,000.00

is Jupiter’s rotation period

24h 37m 23s

is the distance between the Earth and the Moon

386,000 km



Tablet 
App

You can replace the image on 
the screen with your own 

work. Just delete this one, add 
yours and send it to the back



Mobile 
Web
You can replace the image on 
the screen with your own 
work. Just delete this one, 
add yours and send it to the 
back



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 

infographics & images by Freepik. 

Thanks!

Do you have any questions?

youremail@freepik.com 
+91  620 421 838 

yourcompany.com

Please keep this slide for attribution.

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


Did you like the resources on this template? Get them for free at our 
other websites.

PSD
⬡ Background designed by Slidesgo

PHOTOS
⬡ Portrait of a smiling young woman with holi color face

⬡ Rear view of a two young woman dancing in holi festival

Resources

https://www.freepik.com/free-photo/portrait-smiling-young-woman-with-holi-color-face_4449504.htm/?utm_source=slidesgo_template&utm_medium=referral-link&utm_campaign=sg_resources&utm_content=freepik
https://www.freepik.com/free-photo/rear-view-two-young-woman-dancing-holi-festival_4454339.htm/?utm_source=slidesgo_template&utm_medium=referral-link&utm_campaign=sg_resources&utm_content=freepik


Instructions for use
In order to use this template, you must credit Slidesgo by keeping the Thanks slide.

You are allowed to:

- Modify this template.
- Use it for both personal and commercial projects.

You are not allowed to:
- Sublicense, sell or rent any of Slidesgo Content (or a modified version of Slidesgo Content).
- Distribute Slidesgo Content unless it has been expressly authorized by Slidesgo.
- Include Slidesgo Content in an online or offline database or file.
- Offer Slidesgo templates (or modified versions of Slidesgo templates) for download.
- Acquire the copyright of Slidesgo Content.

For more information about editing slides, please read our FAQs or visit Slidesgo School:
https://slidesgo.com/faqs and https://slidesgo.com/slidesgo-school

http://bit.ly/2PfT4lq
http://bit.ly/33VAFh3
http://bit.ly/30B07Gq


Fonts & colors used
This presentation has been made using the following fonts:

Scope One
(https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Scope+One)

Assistant
(https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Assistant)

#b1ffcf #70c4e8 #a4daf1#ffffff

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Scope+One
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Assistant


Use our editable graphic resources...
You can easily resize these resources, keeping the quality. To change the color, just ungroup the resource and 

click on the object you want to change. Then, click on the paint bucket and select the color you want. Don’t 
forget to group the resource again when you’re done.







JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL

PHASE 1

Task 1

Task 2

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Task 1

Task 2

Task 1

Task 2



     





...and our sets of editable icons
You can resize these icons, keeping the quality.

You can change the stroke and fill color; just select the icon and click on the paint bucket/pen.
In Google Slides, you can also use Flaticon’s extension, allowing you to customize and add even more icons.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/flaticon-for-gsuit-gslide/haekgjfnhhdkgfgmldhfokhmfkgmciba


Educational Icons Medical Icons



Business Icons Teamwork Icons



Help & Support Icons Avatar Icons



Creative Process Icons Performing Arts Icons



Nature Icons



SEO & Marketing Icons



http://bit.ly/2PfT4lq

